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Clear widget for todoist and to domain

Create an API for custom integrations and ClickUp applications with the public API. The allow period to create tasks, attach comments, cancel the fur, and manage ClickUp - without leaving a grace period. GitHub automatically connect and create withdrawal requests, attach commit, create branches, and more! GitLab automatically connectGitLab commits, branches, withdrawal requests, issues - even
changing cases. Everhour integrates Everhour to track time, adjust estimates, and manage budgets all within. Toggl add Toggl to easily track time and attach ClickUp tasks and projects. Harvest add harvest to track the time and connect that time with ClickUp tasks. Google Storage Drive merges Google Drive to attach or create Drive files in ClickUp tasks - and cookie links automatically. Dropboxstorage
storage easily manages and attaches Dropbox files to tasks directly from within ClickUp. Google Calendar 2-Way sync your ClickUp tasks with Google Calendar in real time! Changes in Google are immediately reflected in ClickUp; Figma include a prototype with the ability to view and manage without leaving ClickUp. Timeneye use Timeneye to track time, import or link projects without leaving ClickUp.
Outlook 365 Office Office365 quickly converts Outlook emails into tasks on #1 productivity platform rating. Zabir Zabir gives you access to more than 1,000 applications with pre-existing and customizable integrations. Integromat automates procedures between applications by creating multi-level processes with Integromat. One custom saml SSO login lets you sign up and/or log in with a Google or Microsoft
account to save time and peace of mind. Import import automatic todoist import trilo import asana import jira csv import bring everything from your previous project management app in ClickUp with a few clicks! Bitbucket creates and links withdrawal requests, commitments, and branches to ClickUp tasks instantly and automatically. Time Doctor contact ClickUp to Doctor Time and time tracking, billing
clients, and monitor productivity directly with the desktop doctor app time and Chrome browser. Add apps and websites inclusions along with your tasks with inclusion view! Andreev quickly attach andreev files to ClickUp tasks! Sentry tracking software errors by converting them into tasks or linking them to existing tasks! Microsoft teams connect your Microsoft Teams account with your work at ClickUp! Get
a Google Hangouts chat notification about ClickUp's task activity directly to your Hangouts room! Thinking box out of the box! Quickly attach Box files to ClickUp tasks and comments. Front quickly connect, create, and jump between tasks in ClickUp and tickets in front to manage the inbox easy. Zoom in hosting meetings anywhere in the world right inside a mission! Get a notification to join a meeting in
progress and receive the details of the meeting with a registration link afterwards. Twilio integrates ClickUp with Twilio to send text messages automatically as the work is updated. Add dynamic text from custom fields to create Exactly a message you want to send! Bugnag easily monitors errors and takes action within ClickUp by automating your Bugsnag workflow with triggers and actions. Calendy
automatically creates ClickUp tasks with meeting details when you schedule a Calendly event! Miro editmiro panels right from inside ClickUp tasks and documents - does not require app switching! Discord Automatically send ClickUp notifications to any Discord channel and customize the notifications you receive! The hub web link createdashboards to visualize your ClickUp data in Tableau. Giphy quickly
share hilarious GIFs in documents and comments for more expressive communication! 2 Prevent confidential information from ending in the wrong hands with dual-factor authentication. Your entire team can set it up quickly Read more FAQand TroubleshootingChangeand Troubleshooting© Doist Inc.Češtinadansk DeutschEspañolSuomiFranaisItalianoHotels語어D어 SvenskaTürkçe中⽂ (简体) 中⽂
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(简体) 中⽂ (and Beck體) is the third party minimum and lightweight piece for Todoist, Microsoft to do and Google Calendar.Stay tasks by constantly reminding of your most important tasks. ready to check the moment they are finished. Avoid having to open your tasks app whenever your to-do list needs a quick update. The widgets included allow you: - View your full todo list.- Add new tasks.- Complete and
delete tasks.- Update and edit content and due date of existing tasks.- Use vital due dates while you enter your to do.- Open the official app from within the same widget. Note that this is limited to supported Todoist views. All for free, with no ads.Common keywords will work when adding tasks, such as: - priority (ex 'p2' or 'p3') - keyword history (previous 'tomorrow' or '13:00') setup instructions:- Install the
app like normal.- Open the app Click to todoist, Do or Google Calendar at the top.- Fill in your login details as you would on the relevant websites (using official secure APIS). - Press long on the home screen to add a new widget, then scroll down to the tools available within the app Clear (not todoist application). Get a clear Pro as a way to support development. As thank you, you will also get access to 2
additional bonus widgets. View Applications that use a more traditional calendar design, or as a weekly overview. Please note that all the obvious basic features will always remain free, and Scan Pro is first and foremost a way to support development and increase the frequency of new updates. Also note that Clear is still in the demo version, and as such some errors cannot be avoided. As this project is an
ongoing process, we expect new improvements and features to be added frequently. If you have a problem or suggestion, don't be afraid to send me a message through the feedback option in the app! While Clear has a lot of the same functions, it is not a complete replacement for Todoist's main applications or To Do. It is intended to be a quick overview of upcoming tasks and projects, readily available in
the aesthetically widget, and works best alongside official applications. If you want more details about development or need a place to leave feedback, please check the subreddit app:
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